
HOW HOME
ORGANIZATION
CAN SAVE YOUR
RELATIONSHIP.

 



True story…

One recent sunny morning as my husband prepared to go for a
cycle he realized that he didn’t have his sunglasses. 

He has two pairs but neither was to be found.  Anywhere. 

We had just come out of a two-week COVID quarantine and
this was his first foray back into the world outside.  He was

already nervous, so to say that tensions started rising is
something of an understatement!  

I decided to lend my sunshades to him and went to find them
in the place I always leave them…Only to discover he had used

them when he had been out in the garden the day before
(because, you know, he couldn’t find his own!) and he didn’t

know where he’d put them either!! 

Argh! Frustration CENTRAL! 

So we roped the kids in to help, and after 30 minutes of
rigorous searching, we recovered one pair of glasses squeezed

down the side of the car seat. 

He went off on his bike, it wasn´t a good start to his relaxing
bike ride. 
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 I returned to what I had been doing, annoyed now that I’d
been interrupted in my task.

And the kids, who had been playing happily before, were now
whining that they were hot and bored. 

The problem was not that we didn’t want to help my husband
search for his sunshades. The problem was that this wasn’t the

first time it had happened.

Of course, I’ve since made darn sure it was the last. How? By
simply hanging a small basket beside the hallway key holder as
a place for us to put our sunglasses, purse, or wallet as soon as

we come in the door.

It’s a small step. But the truth is, small steps like these could
save marriages.

If that sounds like an exaggeration, it’s not. Studies have
shown that a cluttered, disorganized home is the main bone of

contention between couples. 

Over 1-in-4 people living with a spouse or partner claim that
messiness is the main cause of their arguments. While research

carried out by the University of California in Los Angeles
revealed that moms living in messy houses had higher levels of

the stress hormone cortisol. 
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Small moments of frustration because our partner
interrupts us to ask us where something is – and then we

have to stop what we’re doing to help search for it.

 Or we’re silently seething as the laundry piles up around
the house and our significant other steps around it as

though it was invisible.

 Or we’re constantly throwing out food from the fridge
because someone in the family left it there and promptly

forgot about it. 

We all have stories like the one I shared:

Sure, they are small moments. But they can start to seed a
greater sense of frustration and dissatisfaction within your

relationship. 
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Suddenly, instead of seeing your home as a place where you
relax and recharge with loved ones, it’s the place where you’re
constantly rowing over who left the remote control where or

“why can’t you pick up after yourself?”

And the more disorganized and cluttered your home becomes –
the more disgruntled with and unconnected you become to

your partner. 

But it doesn’t have to be that way. If you see your relationship
heading in that direction, now’s the time to nip it in the bud. 

 I’ll show you how to put easy systems in place to make your
home an oasis of calm and contentment rather than clutter and

chaos. 
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Firstly, let me share with you the 5 fundamental truths that
are the foundation of my organizational business. 

These are the truths that I 100% uphold and look for when I
organize my own home or someone else’s.

Even if you just adapt these beliefs into your own home
organizational skills you will see HUGE POSITIVE changes in
your relationship.
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The 5 Fundamental
Truths

Of My Home Organisation
System



There is always an easy way to keep
things organized.

1.

 
2. If you find something that works, even

if it doesn´t look picture-perfect, stick with
it.

3. My home flows together and each room
is synchronized one to the other.

4. A home is an open system. Stuff comes
in. Stuff HAS to go out. 

5. Organized homes make happy
relationships!
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These truths are:



Top 5 Pet Peeves:
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Make a List
I wouldn’t be a home organizer if I didn’t love lists! But they
are a great way to organize your mind before you begin
organizing your home.

So write down below at least 5 of the greatest pet peeves you
have about your partner’s messiness/disorganization. Your list
could include anything from “they never know where they put
things” to “they leave their shoes in every room”. 
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Finding the Easy Way
Now, to address whatever is on your list, you need to
remember the first of my 5 Fundamental truths – There is an
easy way to do this. 

Making it “easy” for you or your partner to deal with
disorganization is key to having a calm, clutter-free and
happy home. 

So, here are some examples of how I find the easy way to
address my peeves:

 Have a shoe rack right beside the door. Not 10m away
behind a cupboard or in your bedroom. Keep them right
beside the door so that you can easily take off your shoes
as soon as you come in and put them on just before you go
out. If you and your spouse or significant other have lots
of shoes, keep the ones you wear most right by the door
and the rest stored in your bedroom or another part of the
home.

 

      Slipping shoes off and on as you come and go and putting
them on the shoe rack, will soon become a habit. A habit
that’ll not only stop you from tripping over shoes in different
parts of your home but also stop the build-up of frustration
that can come with it. 
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 Coats. The same thing, store the coats you use most right
beside the door. Get a coat rack or hooks on the wall. Make
sure to have enough if you have a growing family so that
the coats don’t slip off the hooks onto the floor – where
they might stay and cause yet more cross words!

Do the cleaning little by little. Keep your cleaning
cloths and cleaning bottles close to where you need them
and don´t make cleaning a dreaded task that takes 3 hours
to complete. Instead, do it little by little. If you’re in the
bathroom and you notice dust on the sink, just give it a
quick wipe down. The same goes for the kitchen or other
shared family spaces. 

Changing the bed. Keep the sheets for changing the bed
in that particular room. Not altogether in another part of
the home. Make it handy to strip and make a new bed
within 5 mins. 

I have a window/mirror cleaner besides the window in my
kitchen, upstairs near my bathroom and another in my living
room because windows are a bugbear of mine and my husband
´s. It takes 2 minutes to grab the spray and clean the window
and put it away because it´s within easy reach. 

So, find your bugbears and place things close to where you
need them. 



PET PEEVE HOW CAN I MAKE IT EASY FOR THEM?

  

  

  

  

  

  

Buy a handheld hoover and find a place in the
kitchen/living room to store it so you can grab it when
you need it. 

 Make a remote control basket that is small enough for
nothing else to be thrown in and big enough to hold your
remotes. Put the box on a shelf near the door as you enter
the living room if possible. 
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Now look at your peeves, can you find
an easy way to address them? 



Fill your kitchen based on the space you have and
the people you have in your home. 

Before organizing, instead of thinking; “oh no I have to
declutter first!” open your cupboards and ask yourself; How
many people are in my home? Do I need all these plates,
utensils, etc if there are x number of people? And more
importantly, ask yourself, how big is my kitchen, and do I
have storage for everything I own? Once you start thinking
about these questions you´ll find it easier to donate things
and clear space in your cupboards so you can clear the clutter
on your worktop making it easier to clean your kitchen.
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How to Organize: Kitchen

Here are some solutions to some common problems in the
home:

If you want to start to organize your home and you just don´t
know where - start with the kitchen. More time is spent here
than anywhere else, it is the hub of the home but it can be
the source of many peeves - so it's important to get it right. 

Here are my top tips for you to try:



Look for a place for your trash can that is not sitting
out. 

Organize the fridge by keeping everything visible. 

Label everything & categorize. 

Relocate things that you don´t use often out of the
kitchen eg large kitchen appliances. Remember, fewer
things mean it's easier for you to tidy.

Under the sink is the perfect place - measure the space,
relocate what's there (normally cleaning products) - do they
have to be in the kitchen? 

When you come home with your shopping take everything out
of the plastic bags so you can see what you have and store
leftovers in clear plastic containers at the top of the fridge.
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I have 2 young kids and both of them have a separate wash
basket for their dirty clothes. When the basket is full then
that's their wash day. I put on a wash of just their clothes and
my husband hangs it and it's my responsibility to put them
away …. for now. When my children are old enough, it will
be their responsibility to put away their own clothes - and
there won´t be any tablets or TV until they do! 
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How to Organize: Laundry
Our homes are not storage spaces for baskets of laundry
ready to be divided and folded. Looking at laundry seeps
energy from us because either we have to do it or our other
half simply hasn´t done it. Most of all it distracts us from
enjoying our home as a place of peace and joy. 

Follow my tried and tested laundry system that will save you
time (especially when you are trying to find matching socks!)

1 person = 1 dirty wash basket in their room = 1
laundry day



Don´t wash by color. 

Give roles 

These days washing machines do not turn your clothes pink.
Unless you are washing an item of clothes that is colored for
the first time, don´t waste your time doing a “white” wash or a
“dark” wash. We are not in the 1990´s - wash everything
together!
 

Laundry is a total pain when it's you that has to do everything.
Creating clear roles from the start will create balance.  How to
do this? Well look for something that you know will encourage
your partner/kids to help.  For example,  one thing that
bothers my husband is the smell clothes can get when they are
sitting in the washing machine after the wash has finished.
Knowing this is his pet peeve, I made him in charge of hanging
the clothes. I know they won´t be sitting in the washing
machine for long!
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How to Organize: Your
Bedroom 

...and make beds to make love
Don´t overlook the importance of making your bed every day
and having properly fitted bed and pillow covers. Your
bedroom needs to be somewhere you want to be with your
partner. Do you want to be in your bedroom if it has 10
books on the bedside table or bed sheets that you got when
you were a single girl at university? 

Take a look at your bed covers and sheets and
pillowcase covers. Throw out anything old. 

Buy a bedspread, keep your bedside table clutter-
free with a maximum of 2 books and add a candle. 

Organize your underwear and your partner's
underwear. 

Don´t knock it until you try it! In my experience your
partner will probably say he doesn’t care if his underwear
drawer is organized or not but trust me, go ahead and do it,
he will be well chuffed! 
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Also, Decluttering your underwear drawer makes you throw
old tatty underwear and realize you have some nice things
you forgot you had but never put on! Buy drawer dividers for
you and your partner and watch the love grow within the
bedroom!



Get a coat hanger or hooks and shoe racks by the door. 

Buy plastic boxes/bins and put labels on them (picture
labels if they can´t read yet). Only big toys that can´t fit
in a box are left on a shelf or sitting out.

Try to store their day-to-day clothes in drawers/baskets
that are all labeled and within their reach. 

Reduce the things they have out in their room or your
living room by rotating the toys and books every
month/week. 

Have a bag/basket for things that are too small and you
need to donate/pass on.
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How to Organize: Your
Kids

My one fundamental truth about kids' stuff is: to make it
easy for them to tidy up their own things. 

How you do this: 
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So start today, write
down your pet

peeves and then
write down how you
can make it easy for

your partner to
create order in your

home so it flows. 



Hi! I’m Lynne Harbison! My organizing journey started long
ago growing up on a family farm in Northern Ireland. One of

my favorite pastimes was to move around furniture and
reorganize my mother’s utility room!

I loved it but in a big family, this order wasn’t maintained for
too long. It was then I asked, why?  

  
.

How Did I Become
a Home Organizer?
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Fast forward to a few years ago and the beginning of the
COVID-19 lockdown in March 2020. I was in my home in

Madrid with my two young children (aged 1.5 and 3.5) and my
husband working upstairs. My home was in a constant state of
chaos, I felt a burden of all the stuff in our home and I became

aware of how clutter could ruin relationships. I tried to
organize but it quickly got unorganized. 

Why?

Because there were no systems.
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So I got to work. I tried and tested mini-systems in rooms. I
reorganized my whole house and the results were incredible. It
felt that the sun finally flowed through the windows and there

was a certain ease to the way I moved through the home. 

I saw the difference it made to my family. We began to have
more fun together. More conversations about things that

mattered rather than “where the hell are my keys?!”

And I began to realize that I could use my love and skill of
organizing to help other couples and families create a happier,
more organized home that gave them room not only to live -

but to love and enjoy each other’s company again. 



I’ve already worked with several moms and families here in
Madrid and online.
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“Our family moves often.
This brings organizational

challenges like fitting things
into a new space, downsizing,

and less motivation to
optimize the current space

when another move is
already on the horizon. 

 Lynne helped us pare down
what we owned and set up

flexible organizational
systems to take with us to the

next house.”  
-

Andrea, Mum of 3,
Madrid.

Working with Lynne to
organize my home was

fantastic! She had amazing
ideas and tips for everything
from kids toys to bathroom

space saving tips.
You will be amazed how
much time I save now not

looking for things!  
-

Chris, Mum of 2, London.

And I’m so looking forward to
working with many, many more. 



If you need help in organizing your home whether
it’s to create that oasis of calm I talked about earlier

or to create more space for your relationship to
thrive rather than getting lost in all the mess and

clutter, call me for a no-obligation chat: 
+34 622658991 

or book in a zoom call here.
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You can also follow me on Instagram for daily tips
and tricks on how to organize your home so that it’s

a happier, healthier place to be.

https://calendly.com/myhomespace/myhomespacecall
https://www.instagram.com/lynne_myhomespace/

